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Ab自tnu~t圃 Weshal give a theorem on the absolute cunγ日rgenc日ofVilenkin Fourier 
S己riεsby using the notion of λbound巴dρ-fluci:uation
IntroductioJ1 
M. Shiba ( [4J ) generalized a theorem of M. 3nd S. Izumi for the absolute cOl1vergence 
of trigonometric Fouriεr series using the l1otion of λbounded variation. M. Schramrn 
and D. Waterman ( [3J ) extend吋 theresult of M. Shiba. 1n this paper， we consider 
analogue of these results to Vilεnkin F ourier series. 
1. 
N ota tions aml Defini.ti.0J¥'18 
Through this paper， G denotes a ViIenkin group， that is， an infinite， compact， 
metrizable， zero-dime立sionalabεIian group. Then the dual group X of G is an infinite， 
discrete， countable， torsion abelian group. N. J a.Vilenkin proved that there exist an 
increasing sequence 二oof finite subgroups of X and a sequenceρn}L10f 
numbers with the following properties : 
2. 
二 (Xo)， Xo = 1 on 
???




Let Gn be the annihilator of 1'or every自 O. Then {二。isa decreasing sequence 
of open subgroups of G and is a fundamental basis of neighbourhoods of 0 in G. 
Let nゐ=1and mn=ム…βnfor every n~ 1. We takε 'Pn己十l¥forevery nミO.




Then we put Xk= I rp We have Xn= {xk: 0計 <mn} for every は O.
For IE三V(G):~e denote the k-th Fourier coefficient of 1 by 
98 
!(k)= fc I(x)瓦向 dx
for every k孟oand we define the Vilenkin Fourier series of 1 by 
S [jJ=玄/偽)ル(x)(xεG). 
DEFINITION 1. For IEU(G)， 0<ρ三五∞ and an integer NG，O， the integral modulus of 
continuity of order N for 1 isdefined by 
ωIp(j; N)=sup { 1β-/11 p: yεGN} 
where jy(x)=/(x-y) for every x， yEG. 
For a function 1 on G and a subset H of G， the oscillation of 1 on H DEFINITION 2. 
is defined by 
osc(j; H)=sup { 1I (x)-1(Y) 1 : x， yEH} . 
For every n孟0，{Zq.n} ;:~1 is a seqlience of elements in G such that {z引 +Gn}と;lis 
al cosets of Gn in G. 
Let A be the set of increasing sequences of positive numbers. 
{λn} :=1εA，O<ρ<∞ and a function 1 on G， we define 
{oscび，ZιN+GN)}P 
λi+l 
??v~) (j)=sup SUPmー l
仙 N孟o{qJ 二。
For λ= DEFINTION 3. 
We 
where {qj} ;:0-1 runs over al permutations of {O， 1，2， ・， mN-1} 
If V~) (f)<∞， we call 1 a function of generalized λbounded p-fluctuation 
denote by GλBFω (G) the set of al functions of generalized λ-boundedρ-fluctuation. 




1 Cl孟らミ…ミCN>O，ヱck=land a1ミぬ詮…孟aN，then 
k=1 









Let Nミoand n孟mN・LEMMA 2. 





1 1 2のこ 1(ゐ lL ニ21
whercちvJistile cttartleteristic fund:ioIlof t11εset 
THEORElv1 of乱theoremof M. Schramm eind D. 
十]ー /s=-lJ1孟ρ<2randλニ (λn}二lEA. a Borel 
(m'N ().'J， 
N=O 
the刀 theVile刀kinFourier series f conve1ges 




句、 一ー=.;.， 1 
んニ.1 ;o.n 
For yE we have 
+y) 
話 1 叶 y) 1 (2-T/1')Sdx} 1/3 G 1 エ十y)ー 1
<~ (11/1 
=:::;UJ.lN トタ)-f(エ)1 l' l/r 
Thus we for ev行ry0;玉q;三1nN-l呂ndyE 
十2:q，Nート-寸 Zq，N) 1 2 dx 
孟{ん| 十ZIJ，N 十 Zq， N)[ Pdx} l/r 
and 80 
，}，!1.N-1 
Zlんはい十Zq，N 十y)- トZq，N) 1 2 d:τγ 
'1=0 
間N-1
毛 ~ I 十Zq，N 
q=O 
1-，Zq， N) 11' dx 
For every zEG aMevery yEGJNpwe take {qJ1111Miliflat tile seqtm 
{ 1 f(x十乙'h，N十y) f(，H411N)|}21 
is monotonεdecreasing. Lemma 1 implies that 
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(oscげ}，X~卜 Z(jJ ， N斗} P 
λj+l 
手附










But we for yE and 0三五q三mN-l，
ん1 卜Zq. 十川 -+Zq， I 2此二ι1 十y)一角)1 2政
? ? ?
? ?
1 2 1 -112= ~叫 1 2 1 -1 1 2. 
11=0 1二 mN
Thus we foryε 
mN { Z 1 f (η) 12 1 1 1 2γ 
n=mlv 
mN-1 





1 2 1 -1 1 2壬vf)(f)lI7
1ニ nl.^l
Thus bv Lemma 3 we havε 
2 2: Ij(n) 1 2
幻二 1nl'y
1 -1ん F12N|fW)|21xn(yト11 2の
豆V?)ぴ)1/ r μN 
Thεrefore we obtain 
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q. e. d. 
COROLLARY l(Analoque of a theiコremof lVL Shiba). Let J話予く COp:l/r+I/5ヱ 1，1三玉ρ
21・andλニ {ん)二1E三人 a Bore! f iηGλBPが (G)
00 zd41mr山 λJにω'(2-P)ω {j'， ←P/2T<∞?
NニO
then the Vilenkin Fourier SeJゴes f isconverges 
PROOF. Sinceλn} ~=l is monoton we have 
1¥盟百
十 ζ二、
kニ 1A/< -"N 
and then 1 follows Irom TheOl・εm. Cj. e. d. 
COROLLARY 2 of a theorern of A. Zygmund [2J ). Il 





then the Vilenki圃nFourier series f convel努esα
This Corollary is the case of il"ニ 1，ρ=1， r= 1 in 1. 
COROLLARY 3 ( [lJ). Let G be i. e.， sup ρn<∞ Let 0<β<α=壬玉1，守 λニ
(はλんιn}二IεAα仰幻dfεLi匂pα 什GλBF(1)刊(G). 11 λんmN






this Corollary foHows by applying 1 as 1う=r=1.
Cj. e. d. 
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